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Abstract

We generalize a termination theorem in term rewriting� based on an abstract

commutation technique� to rewriting modulo equations� This result is applied

in the setting of process algebra with iteration�

� Introduction

Term rewriting is often applied in the setting of process algebra� see ���� ��� ��
��� for examples in the process algebra ACP	 In general� a complicating factor of
rewriting in process algebra is that it means rewriting modulo equations� namely�
modulo commutativity and associativity of the binary operator 
� which represents
alternative composition	 For example� proving termination modulo equations is still
a relatively unexplored area	 Up to now� termination modulo equations has been
studied mostly for path orderings modulo AC ���� ��� �� ��� �� ��� �� ��	 Apart from
that� in Ferreira ���� the technique of dummy elimination for proving termination
from Ferreira and Zantema ���� has been extended to rewriting modulo equations�
inspired by an application in process algebra ����	
In this paper� we show how an other recent termination technique from Zantema

and Geser ���� based on abstract commutation� can be extended to the setting of
rewriting modulo equations	 This technique is closely related to an earlier technique
from Bellegarde and Lescanne ���	 It can be considered as a general applicable tech�
nique for proving termination of rewriting modulo equations	 This is of interest itself�
independent from the �eld of process algebra	 Basically� termination of a rewrite
system R is proved by means of termination of a simpli�ed rewrite system S and
an auxiliary rewrite system U connecting R and S	 Surprisingly� for extending this
framework to the setting of rewriting modulo a set of equations E� no cooperation
between R and E is required� only between U and E	
We present an extensive example of an application of abstract commutation mod�

ulo equations� which concerns the binary operator x�y fromKleene ����� called Kleene

�Revised version of �Pre�x iteration in basic process algebra� applying termination techniques��

which appeared in the proceedings of the ACP��� workshop in Eindhoven� April 	���
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star or iteration	 The process term p�q can choose to execute either p� after which
it evolves into p�q again� or q� after which it terminates	 Milner ���� was the �rst to
study the Kleene star in process algebra� modulo bisimulation equivalence from Park
����	 Recently� a paper by Bergstra� Bethke� and Ponse ��� has caused a resurgence
of this line of research� mostly dealing with complete axiomatizations for iteration�
and variants of iteration� in process algebra ���� ��� ��� � �� �� ���	

In process algebra� rewriting is usually applied in order to obtain normal forms for
which the syntax and their semantics are closely related	 In the case of iteration� such
rewriting strategies have the tendency to produce rewrite rules where the right�hand
side can be obtained from the left�hand side by the elimination of function symbols�
see for example Fokkink and Zantema ����	 For such rewrite systems� standard
termination techniques such as path orderings and weight functions in the natural
numbers cannot be applied	 Hence� new strategies have to be tried	 In the case of the
rewrite system in ����� the remedy was found in the technique of semantic labelling
from Zantema ���	 Here� we consider an other rewrite system for the binary Kleene
star in process algebra� also motivated by the aim to �nd normal forms for which the
syntax and their semantics are closely related	 We present an involved proof that the
rewrite system is terminating� based on abstract commutation modulo equations	

Acknowledgements� Alfons Geser and Rob van Glabbeek provided helpful com�
ments	

� Abstract Commutation modulo Equations

We present a generalization of a termination technique from Zantema and Geser
���� based on abstract commutation� to the setting of rewriting modulo equations	

��� The basic theorem

We start with some general observations concerning relations	

Let R�S� T�E denote binary relations on a �xed set V	 We write a dot symbol for
relational composition� i	e	� one has t�R�S�t� if and only if there exists a t�� such that
tRt�� and t��St�	 We write R� for the transitive closure of R and R� for the re�exive
transitive closure of R	 Further we write R � S if tRt� implies tSt�	 Clearly� if
R � S then R�T � S�T and T�R � T�S	

We write ��t� R� if there exists an in�nite sequence tRt�Rt�Rt�R � � �	 A relation
R is called terminating if there does not exist any term t satisfying ��t� R�	

In the following lemma we collect some standard properties for relations� which
are easy to check	

Lemma ���

�� If R�S � S��R� then R�S� � S��R�

�� If R�S � S�R�� then R��S � S�R��

�� If R�S � T��R and t�Rt and ��t� S�� then ��t�� T ��
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For relations R�E we write R�E for E��R�E�	 The intuition here is that the reduc�
tion relation R is taken modulo equations E	 However� we do not need that E is
symmetric� hence our theorem is even on relative termination which is more general
than modulo an equivalence	 Now we state our main termination theorem	

Theorem ��� Let R�S� T�E be binary relations satisfying

�� S�E is terminating�

�� R � �S�E���T ��

�� T�R � �R�E���T ��

�� T�E � E��T �

Then R�E is terminating�

Binary relations on a �xed set describing some notion of reduction are often called
abstract reduction systems	 Conditions  and � describe commutation between
the various relations� which is why the technique of using such a theorem is called
abstract commutation	
First� we provide some intuition for Theorem �	�	 Suppose that R�E is not ter�

minating� so there is an in�nite reduction tE��R�E��R�E� � � �	 Using condition ��
the leftmost R�step in this reduction can be replaced by �S�E���T �	 The created
T �steps jump over E�steps by applying condition � and jump over R�steps by apply�
ing condition 	 Then the in�nite reduction starts with �S�E���R� and the whole
process can be applied on the leftmost R�step in this reduction again	 Repeating
this construction forever yields an in�nite �S�E��reduction� contradicting condition
�	
Of course this vague reasoning is not yet a proof� the ��� and ��� signs in the

conditions are rather subtle� as we shall see in Example �		 We continue to present
the exact proof of Theorem �	�	

Proof� From condition � and the �rst item of Lemma �	� we conclude T�E� � E��T 	
From this and condition  we conclude�

�T�E���R�E� � E��T�E��R�E�

� E��E��T�R�E�

� E��E���R�E���T ��E�

� �R�E����R � T ��E���

Since also �R�E���R�E� � �R�E����R � T ��E��� we obtain

��R � T ��E���R�E� � �R�E���R�E� � �T�E���R�E� � �R�E����R � T ��E���

From the second item of Lemma �	� and condition � we conclude

��R � T ��E����R�E� � �R�E����R � T ��E��

� E��R�E����R � T ��E��

� E���S�E���T ��E����R � T ��E��

� �S�E�����R � T ��E���





Assume that R�E does not terminate	 Then there exists an element t with
��t� R�E�	 Clearly t��R � T ��E��t� hence the third item of Lemma �	� yields
��t� S�E�	 This contradicts condition �	 �

To stress the subtlety of this theorem� we show that condition � may not be
weakened to T�E � E��T�	

Example ��� Let V � f�� �� � �g and

�R�
�S��
�T T� �T� �T� T�
�E� �E� �E E��

Now S�E is terminating� because S consists only of �S�� and � cannot be reduced by

S nor by E� The relation inclusions in conditions � and � in Theorem ��� are easily

checked� Condition � does not hold� but the slightly weakened version T�E � E��T�

holds and is easily checked� However� R�E is not terminating� �RE�E�R � � ��

��� Application to rewrite systems

Before applying Theorem �	� to rewrite systems� �rst we recall some standard ter�
minology from term rewriting	 See e	g	 Klop ���� for an overview of the �eld of term
rewriting	

De�nition ���

� A rewrite rule l � r is called left�linear if each variable occurs at most once

in l�

� A rewrite rule l� r is called non�erasing if each variable in l also occurs in r�

A rewrite system is called left	linear or non	erasing respectively if so are all its rules�

Assume a rewrite system R and a set of equations E� and let�E denote the rewrite
relation obtained from taking the equations of E in both directions as rewrite rules	
Hence the congruence �E is equal to the transitive re�exive closure ��

E
of �E	

De�nition ��� A rewrite system R is called terminating modulo a set E of equa	

tions if no in
nite reduction exists of the shape

t� �R t� �E t� �R t� �E t� �R t� �E � � � �

Termination of RmoduloE is indeed equivalent to termination of the binary relation
R�E as de�ned in Section �	�� as was already suggested by the notation	

We want to apply Theorem �	� by choosing S to be an adaptation of R for which
termination modulo E is easy to prove� and by choosing T to be the inverse of the
rewrite relation �U for some auxiliary rewrite system U 	 The following theorem is
an immediate consequence of Theorem �	�	
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Theorem ��	 Let R� S and U be rewrite systems and E a set of equations satisfying

�� S�E is terminating�

�� for each rule l � r in R there exists a t such that l��
S
t and r ��

U
t�

�� if t�U t� and t�R t��� then there exists a u such that t� ��
R
u and t�� ��

U
u�

�� if t�U t� and t�E t��� then there exists a u such that t� �E u and t�� �U u�

Then R�E is terminating�

If E is empty� then condition � is trivially ful�lled and the theorem coincides with
Theorem �� on abstract commutation from ���	

Condition � of Theorem �	� can be represented graphically as follows�

R

U*

S +

In the typical case S is a modi�cation of R for which termination modulo E is easier
to prove than for R� and U is chosen to contain rules justifying condition �	

Condition  can be represented graphically as follows�

R

+R

U U*

If U is left�linear and non�erasing� and if R is left�linear� then this requirement is
always ful�lled for non�overlapping redexes� so that it can be veri�ed by a �nite
analysis of overlapping redexes	 In the typical case� in the �rst attempt for U �
being the set of rules required by condition �� condition  does not hold	 Then new
rules have to be added to U a number of times to obtain condition 	 This is a
kind of completion� similar to what is done in Bellegarde and Lescanne ���	 In the
application of Theorem �	� in this paper� the rewrite systems R and S will also be
extended during this completion� and the �nal auxiliary rewrite system U will have
in�nitely many rules	

Finally� condition � of Theorem �	� can be represented graphically as follows�

�



E

E

*

U U

If U is left�linear� and if the equations in E taken as rewrite rules are left�linear and
non�erasing in both directions� then this condition can be veri�ed by a �nite analysis
of overlapping redexes� similar as for condition 	 In particular� both associativity
and commutativity satisfy these requirements for E	

� Application to Process Algebra with Iteration

We consider a rewrite system in process algebra with the iteration operator� which
we prove terminating by means of abstract commutation modulo equations	

��� Preliminaries

Our application is situated in Basic Process Algebra� which assumes a non�empty
alphabet A of atomic actions� and two binary operators x 
 y and x � y� which
represent alternative and sequential composition� respectively	 Intuitively� an atom
a executes action a after which it terminates� a process p 
 q executes either p or
q� and a process p � q executes �rst p and then q	 Furthermore� we assume a special
atomic action �� called deadlock� which blocks all behaviour	

We extend this process algebra with a binary operator x�y� called Kleene star

or iteration� from Kleene ����	 Intuitively� the expression p�q yields a solution for
the recursive equation X � p � X 
 q� that is� p�q can choose to execute either p�
after which it evolves into p�q again� or q� after which it terminates	 Summarizing�
process terms are de�ned inductively as follows� where a 	 A�

p ��� a j � j p
 p j p � p j p�p�

In the sequel� the � binds stronger than the 
� so p �q
r represents �p �q�
r	 Often�
p � q will be abbreviated to pq	

In Basic Process Algebra� process terms are considered modulo bisimulation equiv	

alence from Park ����	 Intuitively� two process terms p and q are bisimilar �i	e	�
bisimulation equivalent� if they have the same branching structure� that is� if p can
execute action a and evolve into p� �or terminate�� then q can execute action a and
evolve into a q� which is bisimilar to p� �or terminate�	

In the sequel� process terms are considered modulo AC of the 
� and p �AC q
denotes that p and q are equal modulo AC of the 
	 Note that p� 
 p� and p� 
 p�
are bisimilar indeed	
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��� A rewrite system for iteration

In process algebra� rewriting is usually applied in order to obtain normal forms for
which the syntax and their semantics are closely related	 For example� in a term
�� � � �p �q�� �q�� � � ��qn� the initial behaviour of the term is determined by the subterm
p� but on the syntactic level this subterm is �hidden� at depth n	 This inconsistency
can be resolved by applying the rewrite rule

�xy�z � x�yz�

su�ciently many times	 Even so� the Kleene star causes that initial behaviour may
be hidden in the syntax� in p�

��p
�

��� � � �p
�

nq� � � ��� part of the initial behaviour of the
term is determined by the subterm q� but on the syntactic level this subterm is
hidden at depth n	 This inconsistency can be resolved by applying the rewrite rules

z��x�y� � z��x�x�y� 
 y�
x�y 
 z � x�x�y� 
 y 
 z

su�ciently many times	 For example� this type of reduction is applied in the com�
pleteness proof for pre
x iteration a�x with abstraction in ���	

�� �x
 y�z � xz 
 yz
�� �xy�z � x�yz�
� x
 � � x
�� �x � �
�� �x�y�z � x��yz�
�� ��x � x
�� x�y 
 z � x�x�y� 
 y 
 z
�� �x�y��z � �x�x�y� 
 y��z
�� z��x�y� � z��x�x�y� 
 y�

Table �� The rewrite system R�

Table � contains a rewrite system R�� which aims solely at reducing terms to a
syntactic form which is closely related to their semantic behaviour	 Rules �������
reduce sequential composition to its pre�x counterpart� rules �� remove redundant
deadlocks� and rules ��� expand iteration in the context with alternative composition
and with iteration	 The rewrite rules are to be interpreted modulo AC of the 
	 It
is not hard to check that the rules in R� are �sound� in the sense that if R� reduces
p to q� then p and q are bisimilar� see e	g	 ���	
Note that the rules ��� are self�embedding� their left�hand sides can be embedded

in the corresponding right�hand sides	 Hence� it is not possible to prove termination
of R� neither by means of a recursive path ordering nor by a compositional weight
function in the naturals� see e	g	 Zantema ���	
In the following section� we prove that R� is terminating modulo AC of the 


by means of the technique of abstract commutation modulo equations� which we
developed previously	
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��� Termination of R�

The intuition behind the termination proof of R� is that the expansion from a
pattern x�y to x�x�y� 
 y� as is done by rules ���� can occur at most only once
for every occurrence of an iteration symbol	 We formalize this as follows	 Extend
the signature with the binary function symbol x	y	 Intuitively� this new function
symbol will be used to register that the expansion from x�y to x�x�y� 
 y has been
done	 In a �rst attempt to apply Theorem �	�� we choose R� S� U � and E as follows�

� R equals R�	

� S consists of rules ��� from R� together with the rule

��� x�y � x�x	y� 
 y�

which enables to mimic the rules ��� in R� with the modi�cation that the
expressions x�x�y� in the right�hand sides of these rules are replaced by x�x	y�	
We will see that S�E is terminating� by de�ning an appropriate weight function
in the natural numbers	

� In order to satisfy condition � of Theorem �	�� for each rule l � r of R there
should exists a t such that l��

S
t and r ��

U
t	 Since rules ��� in R are also in

S� these rules do not cause any problem	 In order to deal with the rules ������
it is su�cient to have the following rule in U �

r� x�y�z� � x�y	z��

So as a �rst obvious try� we choose U to consist of r� only	

� Finally� since rewrite rules are applied modulo AC of the 
� we take E �
fx
 y � y 
 x� �x
 y� 
 z � x
 �y 
 z�g	

It is easy to check conditions ����� of Theorem �	�� that S�E is terminating� and
that �R � ��

S
� �

U

� and that U
 � �E � �E � U
	 �We will provide rigorous

arguments soon� in the proof of Theorem 	�	� However� condition  of Theorem
�	�� U
 ��R � ��

R
� �

U

� does not yet hold	 Therefore we extend the systems R�

S� and U with some new rules� triggered by the desired validity of condition 	 This
process of completion ends in the following choices for the systems R� S� and U 	

� In order to satisfy condition � the rewrite system R is extended with the
following three new rules�

��� �x	y�z � x	�yz�
��� �	x � x
��� �x�y�	z � �x�x�y� 
 y�	z
�� x	�y�z� � x	�y�y�z� 
 z�

We shall apply Theorem �	� yielding termination of R�E	 Since R contains
R�� this result will immediately imply termination of R� modulo AC of the 
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� Since we have extended R� and since we want that condition � remains valid�
the rewrite system S is extended with the rules �� and ���

� Finally� in order to satisfy condition �� we de�ne the rewrite system U to be
the following in�nite collection of rewrite rules	

r� x
y�z� � x
y�z�
r� x

y�z�w�� � x

y�z�w��
r� x


y�z�w��w�� � x


y�z�w��w��

���

More precisely� U consists of rewrite rules ri of the form x�Ci�y
�z� x�Ci�y

�z
for i � �� where the contexts Ci� are de�ned inductively by

C�� � �� Ci��� � Ci� � wi�

with wi a fresh variable� Equivalently� one can say that ri is of the form
x �Di�y

�z� x �Di�y
�z� where the contexts Di� are de�ned inductively by

D�� � �� Di��� � Di�� � vi�

with vi a fresh variable� We will need both representations of ri later on�

Theorem ��� The rewrite system R� is terminating modulo AC of the ��

Proof� We prove that the rewrite system R is terminating modulo AC of the �� by
verifying the four conditions of Theorem ���� Since R incorporates R�� this result
yields that R� is terminating modulo AC of the ��

�� S�E is terminating�

De�ne the following weight function on terms�

w
a� � �
w
�� � �
w
x� � �

w
p� q� � w
p� � w
q�
w
pq� � w
p�� � w
q�

w
p�q� � w
p� � w
q�
w
p�q� � w
p�� � 
w
p� � w
q�� � w
q� � �

Note that terms which are equal modulo AC of the � have the same weight�
It is easy to see that the weight of terms strictly decreases under application
of rules in S� Hence� S�E is terminating�

�� For each rule l� r of R we have some term t for which l��
S t and r ��

U t�

�



Rules ��� and ����� in R are also present in S� so for those rules we can choose
t equal to r� Rule �� in S and rule r� in U make that we can deal with rules
��������� in R� For example� in the case of rule �	

r0

x*y+z x(x*y)+y+z

y)+y+z#x(x

7

14

�� If t�U t� and t�R t��� then there exists a u for which t� ��
R u and t�� ��

U u�

Note that U is left�linear and non�erasing� and that R is left�linear� so we can
limit ourselves to a �nite analysis of overlapping redexes� It is not hard to
see that there are ten types of overlaps between a left�hand side of U and a
left�hand side of R� which involve rules �� � 
twice�� �� � 
twice�� �� �� �� �� in
R respectively� We treat these ten cases separately�


a� 
x� y� �Ci�z
�w can be reduced by rule ri in U to 
x� y� �Ci�z

�w� and
by rule � in R to x �Ci�z

�w � y �Ci�z
�w� For this overlap condition � is

satis�ed� because applying rule � to 
x � y� � Ci�z
�w and applying rule

ri twice to x � Ci�z
�w � y � Ci�z

�w both yield x � Ci�z
�w � y � Ci�z

�w�


b� 
xy� �Ci�z
�w can be reduced by rule ri in U to 
xy� �Ci�z

�w� and by rule
� in R to x
y �Ci�z

�w�� For this overlap condition � is satis�ed� because
applying rule � to 
xy� � Ci�z

�w and applying rule ri to x
y � Ci�z
�w�

both yield x
y � Ci�z
�w��


c� 
x � Ci�y
�z� � wi can be reduced by rule ri in U and by rule � in R� For

this overlap condition � is satis�ed� owing to rule ri�� in U �

�
�

�
�

���

�
�
�
�
��R

�
�
�
�
���

�
�
�
�
��R

�x � Ci�y
�z�� � wi

�x � Ci�y
�z�� � wi x � �Ci�y

�z� � wi� � x � Ci���y
�z�

x � �Ci�y�z� � wi� � x � Ci���y�z�

ri �

� ri��


d� � � Ci�x
�y can be reduced by rule ri in U to � �Ci�x

�y� and by rule � in
R to �� For this overlap condition � is satis�ed� because rule � reduces
� � Ci�x

�y to ��

��




e� 
x�y��Ci�z
�w can be reduced by rule ri in U to 
x�y��Ci�z

�w� and by rule
� in R to x�
y �Ci�z

�w�� For this overlap condition � is satis�ed� because
applying rule � to 
x�y� � Ci�z

�w and applying rule ri to x�
y � Ci�z
�w�

both yield x�
y � Ci�z
�w��


f� x �Di�
y
�z�vi can be reduced by rule ri�� in U and by rule � in R� For

this overlap condition � is satis�ed� owing to rule ri in U and rule �� in
R�

�
�

�
�
���

�
�
�
�
��R

�
�
�
�

���

�
�
�
�
��R

x � Di��y
�z�vi� � x � Di���y

�z�

x � Di��y
�z�vi� x � Di�y

��zvi��

x � Di�y
��zvi��

ri�� �

�	 ri


g� x �Ci��
�y can be reduced by rule ri in U to x � Ci��

�y� and by rule � in
R to x � Ci��� For this overlap condition � is satis�ed� owing to rule ��
in R� which reduces x � Ci��

�y to x � Ci���


h� w � Ci�
x
�y��z can be reduced by rule ri in U and by rule � in R� For

this overlap condition � is satis�ed� owing to rule �� in R�

�
�

�
�
���

�
�
�
�
��R

�
�
�
�

���

�
�
�
�
��R

w � Ci��x
�y��z�

w � Ci��x
�y��z� w � Ci��x�x

�y� 
 y��z�

w � Ci��x�x
�y� 
 y��z�

ri �

�� ri


i� w � Ci�z
�
x�y� can be reduced by rule ri in U to w � Ci�z

�
x�y�� and
by rule � in R to w � Ci�z

�
x
x�y� � y��� For this overlap condition � is
satis�ed� because applying rule �� in R to w � Ci�z

�
x�y� and applying
rule ri to w � Ci�z

�
x
x�y� � y�� both yield w � Ci�z
�
x
x�y� � y���


j� 
x�y� �Ci�z
�w can be reduced by rule ri in U to 
x�y� �Ci�z

�w� and by
rule �� in R to x�
y � Ci�z

�w�� For this overlap condition � is satis�ed�

��



because applying rule �� to 
x�y� �Ci�z
�w and applying rule ri to x�
y �

Ci�z
�w� both yield x�
y � Ci�z

�w��

�� If t�U t� and t�E t��� then there exists a u for which t� �E u and t�� �U u�

Since U is left�linear� and the equations in E taken as rewrite rules are left�
linear and non�erasing in both directions� again we can limit ourselves to a
�nite analysis of overlapping redexes� Since all left�hand and right�hand sides
of E contain no other symbols than �� and since the left�hand sides of U
contain no � symbols� no overlapping redexes are possible�

So according to Theorem ���� we may conclude that R�E is terminating� Hence�
the rewrite system R� in Table � is terminating modulo AC of the �� �

��� Variants of iteration

Recently� several variants of iteration have been introduced� We discuss brie�y how
the rewrite system R� for iteration in Table � can be adapted for these variants�
Bergstra� Bethke� and Ponse introduced in �� a generalized iteration construct


x�� x��
�
y�� y��� called double�exit iteration� with the de�ning equation	


x�� x��
�
y�� y�� � x�

x�� x��

�
y�� y��� � y��

The reason for this generalization is the desire to capture regular 
i�e�� �nite�state�
processes which cannot be described by iteration� An example of a process that can
be described by double�exit iteration� but not by the Kleene star� is given by the
following recursive speci�cation	

�
X � a � Y � b
Y � a �X � c

which can be represented graphically as follows	

a

bc

a

Similarly as we did for iteration� in the form of the rewrite system R� in Table �� it
is possible to de�ne a rewrite system for double�exit iteration which reduces process
terms to a form which is more adapted to their semantics� For example� rule � of
R� formulated for double�exit iteration takes the form


x�� x��
�
y�� y�� � z � x�

x�� x��

�
y�� y��� � y� � z�

Again� abstract commutation modulo equations su�ces to prove termination for this
rewrite system for double�exit iteration� following the lines of the termination proof
for R��

��



Fokkink ��� introduced pre�x iteration a�y� where the left�hand side of iteration is
restricted to atomic actions� There are two motivations to do so� Firstly� the process
algebra CCS restricts sequential composition xy to its pre�x counterpart ay� which
is troublesome if one wants to axiomatize the Kleene star� This complication resolves
if iteration is restricted to pre�x iteration� Secondly� Sewell ��� showed that the
Kleene star in the presence of deadlock does not allow a complete �nite equational
axiomatization� while in ��� it was shown that such an axiomatization does exist
for pre�x iteration with deadlock� Aceto and Groote �� extended pre�x iteration
to string iteration w�x� where w ranges over strings of atomic actions� The aim of
this generalization is a search for more expressive iteration constructs which allow a
complete �nite equational axiomatization�

In order to obtain rewrite systems for pre�x and string iteration which reduce
process terms to a form which is more adapted to their semantics� it is su�cient to
replace rules ������� by their respective instantiations for pre�x and string iteration�
respectively� For example� the adaptation of rule � for pre�x iteration is

a�y � z � a
a�y� � y � z�

while for string iteration it takes the form

w�y � z � w
w�y� � y � z�

Termination of the resulting rewrite systems for pre�x and string iteration follow
immediately from termination of R��

Termination of the rewrite system for pre�x iteration� in combination with two
rules for the empty process �� was used in ��� in order to deduce a completeness result
for pre�x iteration� Recently� a simpler completeness proof for pre�x iteration� which
again uses this type of reduction� was discovered by Aceto� Fokkink� van Glabbeek�
and Ing�olfsd�ottir ���

� Concluding remarks

Instead of studying arbitrary process terms� it is often more convenient to look only
at process terms which have a �nice� syntactic form� which re�ects their semantics�
Term rewriting can be a useful tool to reduce process terms to such a nice form	
rewrite rules are applied to process terms giving equivalent terms� until no rewrite
rule is applicable any more� The result is called a normal form� and the goal is to
design the rewrite system in such a way that the normal forms have the desired syn�
tactic shape� In order to be able to extend a semantics for normal forms to all process
terms it is necessary that every process term has a unique normal form� To achieve
this� the rewrite system has to be 
ground� con�uent and 
weakly� normalizing�

In this paper� we focused on the iteration construct p�q� This process term either
executes p and evolves into p�q� or q and terminates� so in order to obtain terms
of a syntactic form which relates closely to their semantics� the form p
p�q� � q
is preferred over p�q� However� if we allow any unfolding from x�y to x
x�y� � y
as a rewrite step� we will not obtain normalization� Therefore� we allowed such

��



unfoldings only to iteration operators which occur as an argument in a ��� or a
���� From a semantic point of view this is already satisfactory�
The main problem in this case is normalization	 such an unfolding is in con�ict

with the basic intuition of normalization as making terms smaller� Now the idea of
our termination proof is that every ��� symbol being the root symbol of the right
argument of a ��� is changed into a ���� some fresh symbol� In this way� rewrite
rules of the form

C�x�y � C�x
x�y� � y

for certain non�empty contexts C� are replaced by the single rule

x�y � x
x�y� � y�

The old rules con�ict with the basic idea of normalization as decreasing terms� since
the left�hand side can be embedded in the right�hand side� In the new rule we do
not have this problem� since we are free to interpret ��� as being big and ��� as
being small�
To justify normalization of this transformation� we used the technique of abstract

commutation� which can be described in an abstract setting� A basic ingredient
is commutation with an auxiliary system� which describes the di�erence between
the old and the new system� in our case an in�nite extension of the rule x
y�z� �
x
y�z�� which was obtained by some kind of completion� We extended the technique
of abstract commutation to rewriting modulo equations� because in the setting of
process algebra the symbol ��� is taken modulo AC�
In ��� termination of this rewrite system was proved for the pre�x variant a�x

of iteration� where the empty process � was incorporated in the syntax� There� the
rewrite system was extended with two rules for the �� one of which being �x � x�
We note that adding this rule to the rewrite system R� in Table � for iteration would
yield a rewrite system that is not terminating	

�
��x� � y � ��x� y
� �
��x� � x� y
� � � � �
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